Good afternoon. Welcome to Clearfield’s fiscal third quarter 2018 earnings conference call. My name is Ariel, and I will
be your operator this afternoon.
Joining us for today’s presentation are the Company's President and CEO, Cheri Beranek and CFO, Dan Herzog.
Following their commentary, we will open the call for questions.
I would like to remind everyone that this call will be recorded and made available for replay via a link in the investor
relations section of the Company website. This call is also being webcasted and accompanied by a PowerPoint
presentation called the FieldReport, which is also available in the investor relations section of the Company's website.

Please note that during the course of this call, management will be making forward-looking statements regarding future
events and the future financial performance of the Company. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements.
It is important to note also that the Company undertakes no obligation to update such statements. The Company cautions
you to consider risk factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking
statements contained in today’s press release, FieldReport, and in this conference call. The risk factors section in
Clearfield’s most recent Form 10-K filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission provides descriptions of those
risks. As a reminder, the slides in this presentation are not controlled by the speaker but rather by you, the listener.
Please advance forward through the presentation as the speaker presents their remarks.
With that, I would like to turn the call over to Clearfield’s CEO, Cheri Beranek.
Please proceed.

Good afternoon, and thank you everyone for joining us today.
As expected, the fiscal third quarter represented a significant improvement from the previous quarter, largely due to the
increased sales related to the summer build season. In addition to the stronger seasonality, we experienced strong sales
from our acquired powered cabinet product line as well as a rebound in some of our key growth markets which had
stalled in recent quarters. Revenue in the cable TV market, in particular, was up nearly 50% year-over-year and more
than doubled on a sequential basis, as we took advantage of the market’s increasing appetite for fiber-deep deployments
by bringing our cost-efficient FieldShield solutions deeper into our customers’ access environments. The trend in this
market appears positive, and we are cautiously optimistic that we’ll be able to continue introducing this disruptive
technology into the marketplace and making it easier for our customers to reap considerable labor cost savings and
higher returns on investment.
On the Tier 1 front, revenues improved to be largely consistent with the same period last year. Revenues from our
traditional products increased at all customers in this market segment. While we believe it is still too early to gauge how
this market will shape up in the coming quarters, we are gaining confidence by the fact that all FieldShield fiber drop
technology is being used in an increasing number of communities for the connection of residential as well as business
class customers. Moreover, revenues resulting from the acquisition of our powered cabinet line contributed to our
presence in this market segment.
Stepping back for a minute, though, to review the quarter at a higher level…

We returned to year-over-year growth for the quarter with total revenue of $21.5 million, up 10% compared to the same period last year. This
strong growth was driven by our new powered cabinet line as well as the resurgence of our cable TV and international markets and the
continued strength of our wireline market.
Coupled with our lower operating expenses for the quarter, our healthy topline growth resulted in income from operations increasing 82%
and net income and earnings per share more than doubling for the quarter. While we are still not past some of the spending pauses that have
impacted our growth in recent quarters, particularly in the wireless market, we have consistently done well in the community broadband
market, chiefly Tier 3 and municipal-based broadband service providers. Revenue from this core market was up 12% year-over-year and up
more than 20% on a sequential basis, demonstrating our increasing dominance in this space.
We expect fiscal fourth quarter to continue this strong performance, but note that there is some uncertainty relating to potential cost increases
as we evaluate the impact of the import tariffs that were recently enacted.
But before I talk more about our overall progress as well as our future growth strategies and outlook, I’ll turn the presentation over to our
CFO, Dan Herzog, who will walk us through our full financial performance for the quarter.

Thank you, Cheri.
Now, looking at our financial results in more detail…

Our revenue in the third quarter of fiscal 2018 increased 10% to $21.5 million from $19.6 million in the same year-ago
period. The increase, as Cheri mentioned, was driven primarily by higher sales to our Tier 3 wireline and municipal, cable
TV, as well as international customers. Sales to the Tier 1 customer base were consistent with fiscal Q3 of last year at
$1.6 million, whereas sales to our wireless & cable TV customers were up slightly at $2.7 million. Revenues from our
traditional product categories were in line with last year’s revenue for the quarter while revenues from the acquisition of
our powered cabinet line were approximately $2 million for the quarter.
Looking at our international business, revenue increased 54% to $1.8 million from $1.2 million in the same year-ago
period. This increase was driven by a resurgence in the Central and Latin America, or CALA, market, where we began to
receive orders that were anticipated but delayed earlier in the year.

Gross profit for the third quarter of fiscal 2018 increased 7%, as compared to the third quarter of fiscal 2017, to $8.5
million. At 39.5% of total revenue, gross profit percent was lower than the same quarter last year but near our target
range of 40-42%.
As we forecasted last quarter, we experienced slightly lower margins in fiscal Q3 due to the assimilation of our acquired
powered cabinet line into our manufacturing processes. While these products have been immediately accretive to our
bottom line, they do have margins that are lower than our overall corporate margins. As a result, we anticipate gross
margins to hover around the lower-end of our target range for the remainder of fiscal 2018.
As we look to the next fiscal year, we are evaluating the potential impact of the import tariffs that were recently enacted
on our operating expense profile. While we are confident in our supply chain as well as our domestic and Mexican-based
manufacturing operations, we recognize that there is uncertainty related to potential cost increases related to these
actions.

Our operating expenses for fiscal Q3 were $6.1 million, which were down 8% from the same year-ago quarter. The
decrease was primarily due to a one-time charge associated with the impairment of a long-lived asset that occurred
during the third quarter of fiscal 2017. Operating expenses were down $1.2 million from the second quarter of fiscal 2018
primarily due to the one-time costs that occurred last quarter associated with the settlement of the patent infringement
lawsuit. As expected, our legal expenses have returned to normalized levels, and as such, we continue to anticipate
operating expenses for fiscal 2018 to range between 35% and 37% of revenue.

Net income for the fiscal third quarter was up 118% to $1.8 million, or $0.13 per diluted share, from $803,000, or $0.06
per diluted share, in the same year-ago quarter. With the settlement of the litigation, we expect to continue generating
healthy bottom-line results going forward.
Turning now to our balance sheet…

During the fiscal third quarter, our cash, cash equivalents and investments increased to $36.0 million from $35.6 million
in the prior quarter ended March 31, 2018. The increase in cash and investments was primarily due to strong cash flow
from operations.
During the third quarter, we repurchased a total of 100,133 shares, utilizing $1.1 million in cash. As of June 30, 2018, we
have repurchased an aggregate of 489,018 shares for approximately $6.2 million under the program, leaving
approximately $5.8 million available within our $12 million stock repurchase program.
Now with that, I would like to turn the call back over to Cheri for her insights into our operations for the fiscal quarter, as
well as our outlook and strategic initiatives for the remainder of fiscal 2018 and beyond.
Cheri?

Thanks, Dan.

The community broadband market, driven by the wireline deployment of fiber to the home and business by Tier 3 and
municipal-based broadband service providers, is a robust source of business for Clearfield. As rural cooperatives and
competitive exchange carriers initiate their efforts to provide broadband to under-served communities, Clearfield’s
historical presence and extensive subject matter expertise in these types of application environments continues to fuel
our growth. These “smaller” market opportunities are making an increasingly big impact, and by aligning with these
providers and orienting our business to serve their unique needs, we believe we’re positioned to experience the strong
growth we’ve had since our inception.
Highlights for the third quarter include signing an additional material purchase agreement with a national MSO provider
and shipping approximately $2 million in revenue associated with our acquired powered cabinet business. As we look to
quarter four and beyond, we see continued growth in the cable markets as a result, and we expect to reach our
forecasted annual run-rate of $10 million for the powered cabinet business next quarter.

As we look forward, our growth strategies will support the continued expansion of our core, which represents our market-leading position
in the community broadband marketplace. As I alluded to earlier, we’ve consistently been growing between 8%-12% in this market, and
we plan to maintain this steady growth rate by attracting utilities, cooperatives and competitive local exchange carriers as they enter
these under-served communities.
Building off this, we will also be looking to enhance our competitive position. By investing in our products, manufacturing, and supply
chain, our aim is to proactively cost-reduce our solutions. During the fiscal third quarter, we took several steps to integrate the
manufacturing processes of our recently acquired cabinet line into our supply chain so that we can improve lead times, increase
contribution margins, expand our total addressable market, and ultimately, position the platform so that it can serve as a critical and
modular piece to the rollout of emerging technologies, such as 5G and NG-PON2. In addition, we launched two new products last
quarter—our new aerial terminal and small-count fiber distribution hub—which have both been performing better than expected and give
us a stronger foothold in our markets. Though by no means all-inclusive, these are just some of the initiatives we’re undertaking to make
headway in this second component of our growth strategy.
We are always looking to capitalize on disruptive growth opportunities that can scale our business. This is done by listening to the needs
of our constituencies and leveraging our application knowledge to help our customers build the fiber networks of tomorrow. Perhaps the
best historical example of this has been our early work with Google Fiber, who utilized our OSP cabinet platform for some of the
industry’s first success-based deployment programs. More recently, diverse organizations such as Windstream and CableOne are
pioneering innovative deployment models of their own, and we’re proud that our technology platforms are a strategic element of their
growth initiatives.

With the strong backlog we had entering the quarter and the bookings we have secured so far, we are confident in achieving our guidance for fiscal
2018. Fiscal year 2018 guidance is revenue of $74 to $76 million, gross profit margins around 40%, operating expenses between 35% and 37% of
revenue, and net income as a percentage of revenue between 3% and 5%.
While this forecast represents revenue growth for the year of flat to 2% as compared to the prior fiscal year, it’s important to note this forecast
represents a growth rate of 5 to 10% in revenue and more than a 50% increase in net income for the six month period ending September 30, 2018
compared to that same period in 2017.
Now, with that, we’re ready to open the call for your questions.
Operator?

Operator
Our first question comes from Jaeson Schmidt of Lake Street Capital Markets.
Jaeson Schmidt
Lake Street Capital Markets, LLC, Research Division
I just want to start on a quick clarification on gross margin. Cheri, I know you mentioned that you expect 40% for fiscal '18. Should we
expect that sort of level for the September quarter as well?
Cheri Beranek
Chief Executive Officer, President & Director
That would be consistent, yes.
Jaeson Schmidt
Lake Street Capital Markets, LLC, Research Division
Okay, perfect. And I'm wondering if you could just comment on what you've seen as far as visibility, has that improved over the past 3
months? Or has it remained relatively unchanged?
Cheri Beranek
Chief Executive Officer, President & Director
It's still pretty unchanged. The -- there's -- I would say that there's a little bit of stabilization in that we're not seeing huge aggressive
build plans on some of the -- in the Tier 1 markets that we saw stabilize earlier. So I don't think we're going to see a change in that
space. So I guess in that standpoint, the visibility is there. But in general, I think we're seeing fiscal year '18 stabilize and that fiscal
year '19, is when we're going to see a broader orientation of the marketplace being a little bit more sure about what they're looking to
do.

Jaeson Schmidt
Lake Street Capital Markets, LLC, Research Division
Okay, that makes sense. And it sounds like the Calix business continues to perform well. I know it's early, but curious if
you could comment on how the customer engagement has been overall. I know one of the big pros of that purchase was
strengthening the customer relationship throughout the channel. Just curious, if you could comment on that.
Cheri Beranek
Chief Executive Officer, President & Director
We're very pleased to begin integrating powered cabinets into our portfolio, and that we think the opportunity to provide
powered cabinets to all of our customers regardless of the electronics platform that they're using is an important growth
initiative for us. Working with the Calix sales organization has -- it's been a long-term initiative for Clearfield and the
acquisition of that cabinet line from them I think further cements that, and we've been very pleased to support their sales
organization of -- from a manufacturing and enablement basis. That said, I think it's important for us to know that we
stand behind and in support of the Calix organization, but we also stand in support of other electronics spenders in the
marketplace as we've always maintained a vendor-neutral position in that category.

Timothy Savageaux
Northland Capital Markets, Research Division
First question, you saw a nice rebound on the Tier 1 side from previous levels, at least on a sequential basis. And I wonder, if you can comment
more on that, whether that may be connected to kind of a wrapping up of whatever merger-related reviews might be going on or your own kind of
efforts to penetrate various carriers or if there any broader trends underlying that uptick you saw on a Tier 1 basis sequentially?
Cheri Beranek
Chief Executive Officer, President & Director
There are really three aspects of that rebound in that quarter 3 revenues were consistent with revenues of quarter three of last year. The -- certainly
some of it is the stabilization of the merger-related activities at one of our larger Tier 1 providers. Second of it is, as we pointed out the acquisition of
powered cabinet line did contribute to that uptick in that a portion of those sales were sold into the Tier 1 market. And then finally, we do -- have
been continuing to expand our sale of FieldShield technologies to other Tier 1 carriers and that we now have three customers for FieldShield in the
Tier 1 market.
Timothy Savageaux
Northland Capital Markets, Research Division
Got it. And then, I guess similar question on the cable TV side. I know, I think that it was last call, you talked about some potential for a rebound,
and I thought in fiscal Q4. Did that come earlier than expected, or is this some kind of separate driver in terms of renewed cable strength?
Cheri Beranek
Chief Executive Officer, President & Director
I think the cable TV market is rebounding in regard to its -- our availability into that space. You saw that we did pick up a -- another national contract.
The -- or purchase agreement -- material purchase agreement and that was instrumental. We didn't know when that was going to happen, so we're
really pleased that Q3 happened and we were able to pull that forward. And we're also seeing strong opportunities in not only the national of
broader-base cable TV markets, but also the regional carriers such as CableOne or Mediacom that I pointed out earlier in the presentation.

Timothy Savageaux
Northland Capital Markets, Research Division
Got it. And you mentioned Google Fiber, I think, just sort of in passing. But at least they seem potentially excited about some of this activity at the FCC around pole attachments. And
I guess it's coming up pretty soon. I don't know if you -- I don't know -- you probably don't break out the CLEC portion of your revenues anymore, it's gotten pretty small. But I wonder
if you could kind of comment on the potential for that segment to rebound at all, and what your expectations might be there.
Cheri Beranek
Chief Executive Officer, President & Director
I'm not going to address specific accounts in that regard because we certainly don't -- we're not privy to any of their particular build plans. But I think this is the opportunity at the SEC
to be able to address One Touch Make Ready and some of the other challenges that are in front of them will be an important growth initiative for everyone in this market. And to be
clear in regard to where the expectations are, it's going to be an important means for us to all be able to move forward. I think the -- another aspect of that is really some of the Make
Ready world for 5G that has -- you've I'm sure heard some of the calls in the last couple of days on how -- while some of these cable providers numbers are significantly up, the
CapEx spend in wireless is significantly down. And that's waiting for that Make Ready, that One Touch capability is to ensure that they're touching their networks once, their touching
their towers once. And that really will position all of us that are a part of that initiative, whether it's wireline, wireless or CLEC for growth as we move forward.
Timothy Savageaux
Northland Capital Markets, Research Division
Got it. Last question from me on the OpEx side. If you take out that one-time item from last quarter, your OpEx has been trending flat to down pretty nicely, and I think year-to-date,
you might even be a little bit below the low end of your range from an OpEx to revenue standpoint on that basis. Is there any reason to expect a big uptick in OpEx in Q4? Or you
can describe the (inaudible)
Cheri Beranek
Chief Executive Officer, President & Director
No, we're at a -- Yes. I mean it's as if we -- I don't believe in lumpiness. And so we're -- when we had factors that were outside of our control such as the litigation issues, we saw
lumpiness. But for the full year, we're really looking at that 35% to 37% range. And we're underneath that in Q3. But for a full year program, that's the model you should use. And
there's going to be some lumps in regard to bonus accruals and lumps associated with trade show activities, those kinds of things. But for a full year model, that 35% range is a nice
target.

This concludes our question and answer session.
If your question was not taken, you may contact Clearfield’s investor relations team at CLFD@liolios.com. The Company
will post the most relevant questions and answers in the ‘For Investors’ section of Clearfield’s website.
I’d now like to turn the call back over to CEO, Cheri Beranek, for her closing comments.

Thanks again today for joining the call. Thank you to our employees and partners of course who have their continued
support. Thank you to you, our shareholders, who are supporting the Company's evolution into this next phase of our
growth.
We look forward to updating you on our progress soon. Bye for now.

Thank you for joining us today for Clearfield’s fiscal third quarter 2018 earnings conference call. You may now
disconnect.

